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the effect of errors or omission. Likewise, while every care is
taken when accepting advertisements, we cannot accept
responsibility for the contents of these or for unsatisfactory
transactions. We will however investigate any complaints.
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1. To promote the education and training of persons 
whether resident in the United Kingdom or          
elsewhere in all matters relating to diagnostic    
engineering and allied technologies.

2. To establish and maintain contacts with persons 
and/or organisation concerned with the employment
of diagnostic engineers and consultants.

3. To arrange consortia of specialist diagnostic       
engineers to perform specific advisory/consultancy 
projects as required.

4. To develop the science, practice and business of 
diagnostic engineering and allied technologies.

5. To encourage and improve the technical, financial, 
business, managerial and general knowledge of    
all persons engaged in the practice of fault and
failure diagnosis, condition monitoring, post-mortem
examination,accident investigation and allied      
activities.

6. To compile and classify information and particulars 
relating to the expert services rendered by       
members of the Institution.

7. To disseminate information and particulars relating 
to the expert services rendered by members of the 
Institution.

8. To stimulate efficiency in diagnosis and to elevate 
the position of those connected therewith in 
skilled practical employment.

9. To foster intelligent appreciation of the facilities 
existing for the provision of education and research.

10. To facilitate the exchange of information, ideas and 
practice by the publishing of such information as 
shall be of interest to diagnostic engineers.

11. To render advice and aid in the exploitation of   
inventions and to make known their nature and  
merits.

12. To assist in obtaining employment and to help 
engineers and others to find competent staff.

Definition

A ‘Diagnostic Engineer’ shall be any person capable
of contribution to the art or science of determining the
existence of a problem in a machine, plant,
system or structure and/or appraising the cause(s) of
a failure which may have taken place and/or assessing
the condition or vulnerability of such machine, plant,
system or structure either during use or while under
development.

Interpretation

It is accepted that through a diagnostic capability or
a special knowledge of a failure and deterioration
modes, reliabilities and hazards a person will be able
to contribute to a satisfactory assessment of the
causes of a defect and able to contribute to the
identification of remedial action to cure the defect
and prevent failure.

Motivation

Employers are invited to recognise that persons who
have joined have shown distinguished interest in
developing and extending their technical skill.

Rewards

Prizes up to £500 in value are offered annually for the
best brief accounts of interesting diagnostic cases.

Activities

The Institution shall arrange and subsidise:

● Regular Newsletters to members
● Regular notices of services available from members

will be (distributed free of charge to members) to 
interested parties. These notices will also be         
displayed at times on the Institution’s web page.

Certificate
A Membership Certificate is issued to all members.

The Objectives of the Institution 
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Established in 1960, Diffusion is
Britain’s foremost manufacturer of
H & V products. Having seen many

competitors come and go over the years,
Diffusion has built its success on research
& development and engineering excel-
lence. Its state-of-the-art testing facility
in West Moseley provides its clients with
positive proof of product quality, 
prior to purchase.

Diffusion is proud of its policy of contin-
uous development and improvement.
Diffusion has been recognised with the
award of “H & V News Product of the
Year 2007”. Its revolutionary, environmen-
tally friendly, Energy Saving Controller
can reduce energy consumption, and
hence running costs, of heating products
by up to 40%.

Diffusion has recently entered into a
technology transfer partnership with
Southbank University. The venture will
utilise academic facilities and research
to enhance Diffusion’s quest to develop
energy efficient products.

As a result of Diffusion’s commitment
to R&D, its portfolio of new products
includes a heat pump over-door heater
with dramatically reduced operating
costs, whilst a low-energy DC motor fan
coil has been well received by the market.

Diffusion is now the UK’s largest manu-
facturer of fan coils - specified in many
prestigious developments including City
Inn Westminster Hotel, the Willis

Building, Ascot Race Course, Houses of
Parliament, Harrods, NatWest Tower, the
International Maritime Organisation HO,
to name but a few.

Diffusion’s heating products are in regular
use by many high street names including
Marks & Spencer, Cannon Avent, Hilton
Hotels, Merrill Lynch & Lloyds TSB.

Diffusion’s dedicated spares & service
department provides same-day back up
and support for its products and its
unrivalled reputation for reliability and 
quality is about to see it appointed as
applications partner with Hitachi UK -
promoting and supplying their air
conditioning products.

Diffusion is breaking new ground in
suppressing harmful airborne pathogens.
Applying technology developed by NASA

for the space shuttle programme, where
the air purity is paramount, it combines
high intensity UVX light with a specially
developed rare metal, hydrophilic, coating
on an engineered matrix. Diffusion’s
Radiant Catalytic Ionisation (RCITM)
process reduces airborne microbes and
contaminants while creating super oxide
ions and hydro-peroxides. These products
of the advanced oxidation process
continuously reduce odours, remove
volatile organic compounds and attack
micro-organisms -both in the air and on 
surfaces.

The system is easily installed in the
discharge plenum of any of Diffusion’s
fan coil units and has the proven
capability to eliminate viruses and
bacteria for a healthier environment in
offices, hospitals and enclosed public
spaces.

Diffusion - market leaders in the design and manufacture
of fan coils, fan convectors and air curtains

Up to 40% Energy Savings possible

For further information
Tel: 0208 783 0033
Fax: 0208 979 2465
or visit the website

www.diffusion-group.co.uk 

Diffusion Group Ltd
47 Central Avenue,

West Molesey,
Surrey KT8 2Q 
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INSTITUTION OF DIAGNOSTIC ENGINEERS
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Facsimile:44 (0)1162796884  ·  E-Mail: admin@diagnosticengineers.org  ·  www.diagnosticengineers.org 

Chairman: Mr Arthur Kennedy BEng(H).,MIET., FIDiagE

In recognition of the special knowledge and skills needed for the diagnosis

of deterioration of plant and machinery and the development of faults, the 

INSTITUTION OF DIAGNOSTIC ENGINEERS 
was formed to promote the education and training of such persons.

We aim to be of direct immediate and positive assis-

tance to all who are concerned with the servicing and

maintenance of machines and structures, or who have

a concern for the well-being and whole-life effective-

ness of all industrial systems. 

We believe that the diagnosis of faults, the examina-

tion and interpretation of defects, the investigation of

malfunctions, the introduction and operation of condi-

tion monitoring -and the numerous related activities -

involves skills which are not appreciated to the extent

they deserve,

We believe that diagnostic skills require a knowledge

of many disciplines and an understanding of the oper-

ating principles of machines, instruments and controls,

of strengths and functional capabilities.  In particular,

skill is needed to compare behaviour of a machine

when ‘in health’ with what it does when in ’distress’. 

We believe we provide the inspiration to assist

members to develop and extend such skills to maturity,

We believe that the work and status of a diagnostic

engineer should be recognised as occupying a very

high place in industrial society and that they should be

appropriately rewarded and honoured,

We believe that the knowledge application of a

diagnostic engineer is similar to that of a physician/

medical practitioner who uses similar instruments and

diagnostic techniques as those used by a ‘trouble-

shooting’  engineer,

We believe that the level of experience needed by a

diagnostic engineer is of a post-experience / postgrad-

uate level and that persons who join the Institution dis-

play an interest and enthusiasm in developing their

abilities and skills to the benefit of their employers and

clients which should be adequately rewarded,

We believe that membership should not be solely

based on an artificial assessment through academic

achievement but should be wide-spread and offered to

those who have shown practical knowledge and

application.

You, your colleagues and associates are invited
to join and contribute to the knowledge of diagnostic

engineering.

Arthur Kennedy
Chairman

Simply complete the Membership Application form

in this issue and forward it, together with the appropriate

Application Fee and first Annual Subscription,

to the above address.

Institution of Diagnostic Engineers   •   www.diagnosticengineers.org
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Ireached the ripe old age of 65 and
decided to sail off into the sunset.

So I bought a 25 footer and spent 6
months on her and then went home for
the winter. I did the same the following
year and liked it so much that I decided
to buy a more capable vessel with the
intention of extending the season.

I always had a liking for the Dutch Steel
cruisers epitomised by the De Grout
designs, which can be built by a compe-
tent welder or fitted out after the pur-
chase of a ready-built hull. I found one
that had been built in Hull and fitted out
by a well-known yard in Huntingdon as
one of a pair. The sister-ship is well
known as the owner pays for his globe
trotting by writing for sailing magazines.

Found in the small ads, she was nine
years old and in pretty good condition
and after a test on the Great Ouse she
filled my expectations in all but one
respect. The steering was awful. Given the
activities of the sister-ship I imagined
that this must be a recent problem, so I
made it a condition of the sale that the
boat went into the workshop for rectifi-
cation before I collected her.

A few days later I received a call to say
she was ready for collection and sure
enough the steering was fine.

Captain Lee’s chest was puffed out with
pride as we slipped our moorings and
headed down river. At 35 feet and about
7 tons, she was fitted out in mahogany
and ash with blue suede upholstery, and
something special to look at, and now she
steered as well.

About two miles downriver the steering
began to feel a little queer and the
Captain’s chest deflated slightly. After
about three miles things were decidedly

dodgy and concave is the best description
of the Captain’s chest at this point.
Clearly the yard had done the bare mini-
mum to get us off the premises.

As I had witnessed the engineering skills
of the yard’s mechanic, I suppressed the
desire to return and drown him in favour
of investigating the problem myself.

Having arranged to ship the boat at a
yard at St Ives, I had an opportunity to
assess the extent of the problem and
carry out the necessary remedial work. It
was apparent that the mechanic had
done no more than to apply grease as
when the rudder was disconnected it was
impossible to move it by hand. The short-
term advantage of applying grease had
lasted no more than a couple of miles.
The top of the rudder shaft is squared off
to take the end of the arm operated by
the hydraulic system. It was clear that
the square shaft end had received the
attention of a Birmingham screwdriver
(with apologies to Members from

Birmingham, by the way, do you call it a
London screwdriver?) Suffice to say the
shaft had been severely damaged and
after removing the clamp I had to use an
angle grinder and a file to restore it to a
size where I would be able to withdraw it
through the phosphor bronze bushes.

By reference to the sketch, you will see
that the rudder can be removed by undo-
ing four bolts at the flanged joint just
above the rudder and by lifting the top
shaft the rudder is then lifted out.

That is the theory! In practice the top
shaft would not move. So after re-greas-
ing the bushes, a hydraulic jack was
applied to the base and lifting against the
weight of the boat success was achieved.

With the rudder and lower shaft removed
the top shaft still did not want to come
out. Clearly the damage to the top of the
shaft indicated that I was not the first to
encounter this but at least I had isolated
the problem.        Continued overleaf

A Steering problem 
solved 

A contribution by
Fellow Member John Lee FIDiagE

Squared to receive
hydraulic mechanism

Upper Bush Hull

Lower BushRudder Tube

Grease Nipple
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I replaced two of the bolts in the flange
and using 4 feet of 3x2 timber and 13.5
stone it took 4 hours to coax the shaft
out. At this point I should say that with
the boat’s documents I found two bills for
work done to the rudder, the larger nearly
£1000 (in 1994), I was about to witness
the standard of workmanship! Along the
length of the shaft, a flat had been
roughly ground presumably in the mistak-
en belief that it would aid the distribu-
tion of grease, though all it had achieved
was the ruination of a 2” stainless steel
shaft.

Now the shaft was out and cleaned up
the problem was quickly found, by
attempting to put it back in.

The shaft slipped easily into the first bush
when put in from the top or the bottom,
but as it encountered the second bush it
would go no further. The bushes were not
in line. I’m not a betting man but I would
put money on the following scenario.
In the Hull yard the rudder tube was
welded in and the bushes were pressed
in, one from above and one from below
leaving a 2” gap between them.
A beefy shipyard worker then drew a
standard reamer from his toolkit, along
with a stilson or large adjustable spanner,
lit a Park Drive and sat down to carry out
what should have been a simple task.

Having achieved some sort of fit in the
top bush, the process was repeated from
underneath in the lower bush.

The components were then assembled,
probably aided by a healthy chamber on
the end of the shaft and the belief that it
ought to be “a bit tight anyway” because
it’s new.

The fact is the bushes had never been in
line with each other.
As the ship yard was only available for
the day I now had to get cracking, and as
I was only able to find a standard reamer
about 7” long I had to fabricate an
extension before reaming straight
through first from the top, then from the
bottom removing the effect of the bias
created by using stilson or spanner
instead of a two handled wrench.
The result was immediate success as
freshly greased and properly assembled,
the steering was like silk.

Back in the water the success was
confirmed with the precise and accurate
steering making the boat everything I had
hoped for.

Now I could sail off in the sunset, except
that by this time I was too knackered!!

John Lee FIDiagE

Steering Problem Solved

7 A Steering Problem AW  28/4/08  11:21 am  Page 2



Rolling bearings are indispensable
to machinery and equipment; their
function is crucial in the role of

transferring rotational energy with mini-
mal energy loss: i.e. energy conservation.
At the same time bearings can play a
major role in the preservation of natural
resources by providing enhanced operat-
ing life, and also through downsizing as
a result of the combination of improved
materials and optimised designs.

The life of rolling bearings is usually
determined by the severity of “flaking,” a
fatigue phenomenon where a part of the
bearing surface peels off in small flakes
as a result of repeated stress loads.
Rolling bearing life can be determined by
researching the causes of flaking and
taking preventive measures accordingly.
Flaking is a result of two types of bearing
defects: internal defects (non-metallic
inclusions in bearing material) and
bearing raceway surface defects (dents
caused by foreign particles in the bearing
lubricant). Flaking caused by internal
defects can be improved with extra-pure
and cleaner steels, such as the Z steel
and EP steels developed by NSK. These
reduce non-metallic inclusions that cause
defects, thus extending bearing life.

Flaking caused by raceway surface
defects can be improved by optimising
the retained austenite content in bearing
raceway surfaces, as is the case with
NSK’s TF, HTF RTF, and STF steels. This
results in reduced stress concentration
from dents and, once again, improved
life. The corollary of this is less demand
on the environment, in terms of raw
material usage and preservation of
natural resources. 

Like new materials technology, surface
optimisation plays a key role in reducing
demands on the environment through
extended bearing life. However, surface
optimisation goes further by reducing the

energy-consuming friction that ultimately
leads to wear and, possibly, premature
failure. For a surface design to ensure
reduced friction and longer bearing life,
machining processes (barrelling and
honing) as well as surface roughness
play important roles. 

A good surface geometry leads to
optimum oil film formation, while the
machining processes ensure good com-
pressive stress levels and high resistance
to abrasion and excessive wear. 

Complementing the role of surface opti-
misation, improved bearing design con-
tributes greatly to energy conservation.
Reducing the frictional resistance of
rolling bearings is an endless challenge.
However, as part of its commitment to
achieving this goal in automotive appli-
cations, NSK has developed a theory for
frictional resistance for tapered roller
bearings that run in rolling and sliding
contact at their ribs and roller ends. This
theory has been used to reduce frictional
torque by as much as 40% in automotive
power transmissions, without adversely
affecting bearing life and rigidity.

Low torque designs that reduce friction
have also been developed for more widely
used ball bearings. These designs, which

are complemented by new low torque
contact seals and greases, are reducing
torque by up to 50% in electric motors,
a critical area of power consumption,
accounting for 2/3 of all industrial usage.
Low torque ball bearings have also been
developed to improve the efficiency of
motors used in domestic appliances, such
as air conditioners and vacuum cleaners,
in order to reduce their power consump-
tion. These types of bearings have the
same outside diameters and width as
the global standard 608 ball bearings,

but have improved internal specifications,
including ball diameter and PCD.
Although the dynamic load of the new
bearings is lower, this is not a problem as
low torque is the main consideration.
That this is achieved is evidenced by the
fact that torque for these bearings is 40
to 50% lower than that of conventional
bearings.

Achieving low torque in bearings is
also about lubrication, and in particular
greases. NSK’s experience with the auto-
motive industry, which has had a historic
requirement for low torque bearings to
ensure efficient cold starts, has proved
pivotal in this area. Originally developed
for use on commutator motor shafts,
NSK’s EA3 grease is a poly-alpha-olefine

Diagnostic Engineering  9
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Rolling Bearings Key To Energy Conservation
Through Improved Machine Life

Continued on page 23
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Bronkhorst High-Tech, European
market leader in thermal mass flow
metering and control instrumenta-

tion, has developed a no-nonsense, digital
alternative to the conventional VA meter
(variable area meter) or rotameter, a
design that dates back to the 19th

century. Employing the latest OLED
(organic light emitting diode) technology,
as used in mobile phones and MP3 play-
ers, the new Mass-View® flow meter
series incorporates a digital bar graph of
actual gas flow, which is clearly visible
from all angles, as well as indicating flow
units, fluid type and totalised figures.
Also available with an optional in-built
needle valve for flow control duties, it is
designed to mimic the straightforward
features and vertical format of the VA
meter, but with the considerable added
benefits of an electronic output signal,
measuring accuracy as high as +_ 0.5%,
virtual independence from gas tempera-
ture and pressure variations, freedom
from parallax error and inherently safe
construction, with no fragile glass com-
ponents in the flow path.

For many industrial processes and chemi-
cal plants, Bronkhorst’s new Mass-View
will eliminate the relative inaccuracy of
VA meters, the need to recalibrate for dif-
ferent gases and the safety risk of rup-
tured glass tubes, at a price directly com-
parable with the cost of a variable area
meter and separate transmitter. For
OEMs, it offers the option of incorporat-
ing more modern, aesthetic gas flow
measuring instruments into their equip-
ment, presenting a more appropriate,
high technology image.
Still commanding a high proportion of
the industrial flowmeter market, with
around a million installed annually, the
variable area meter is one of the oldest
technologies available. It typically com-
prises a tapered vertical tube, usually
made of glass or plastic, and a metering

float, which is free to move within the
tube; fluid flow causes the float to rise,
with the height providing an indication of
flow rate and the tube graduated in
appropriate flow units.

The basic advantages of the VA meter
are its relatively low cost, reasonable
accuracy, simplicity of design, low main-
tenance and ease of installation.
However, one drawback is that flowmeter
accuracy degrades when fluid tempera-
tures and pressures fluctuate, whilst there
is also a problem of parallax error when
taking readings from different viewpoints.
In addition, glass and plastic tubes often
break in usage, leading to the risk of
potentially dangerous gases leaking from
the instrument; to compensate, metal
tubes and magnetic float sensing are

sometimes used instead, but such designs
are comparatively expensive, typically
double the price.

Bronkhorst felt there was scope for a
more high tech alternative to VA meters,
employing similarly straightforward visual
indication, although measuring mass flow
instead of volume. Thus the Mass-View
series operates on the principle of direct
thermal mass flow measurement, with no
by-pass for potential blockages, and
requires no correction for temperature
and pressure. It offers a standard
accuracy rating of +- 1% FS across the
range, with a high performance option
improving this to +- 0.5%, flow ratings
from 100 sccm to 200 SLM, and handles
pressures up to 150 psi (10 bar), or higher
on request. Power consumption is low
and mechanical process connections are
fitted for straightforward VA meter
replacement.

The Mass-View incorporates the latest
OLED technology, which gives a brighter
readout than LCDs, can be viewed from
virtually any angle and has fast signal
response times. The resulting graphical
OLED display is clearly visible in all condi-
tions, with no scope for misinterpretation,
and in addition to a simple bar graph
indicating current status, it offers a vari-
ety of flow readings, including totalisa-
tion. Options are accessed via a user-
friendly menu, using a 4-way navigation
button mounted on the front plate. An
electronic output signal enables data log-
ging against various parameters and full
accountability of gas flow, such as for
shared ring main applications.

Further enquiries to:
Bronkhorst UK,

Cathrine House, London Road,
Sawston CB22 3XE
Tel: 01223 833222

Web: www.bronkhorst.co.uk

New Mass-View®
Is High Tech Replacement For VA Meters

Bronkhorst’s Mass-View® is a straightforward
digital replacement for VA meters, offering

greater accuracy, freedom from parallax error
and safer construction.

10 Bronkhorst AW  28/4/08  11:20 am  Page 1
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Energy in the form of electricity is
currently provided from rotating
machines providing alternating cur-

rent (AC from alternators) or direct cur-
rent (DC from dynamos). AC is trans-
formed to very high voltage (commonly
66,000 volts) to minimise losses over long
power lines to sub stations providing the
domestic 220v AC in single phase (or
440v three phase for heavy demand). This
can be rectified to provide DC as required
for various applications.

We accept electricity as essential in
developed and developing countries,
therefore demand increases year on year.
Our grid distribution systems have to be
fed on a continuous basis, requiring a
surplus capacity to cover base load while
some of the plant is off line for mainte-
nance of unplanned breakdown.

Until the well-publicised 1986 Chernobyl
contaminated steam explosion, the
expanding nuclear plant capacity world-
wide was planned to provide this base
load reserve. Subsequently, this pro-
gramme stopped.

Environmental pressure groups (e.g.
Greenpeace et al) have sort to “put the
genie back in the bottle” by putting for-
ward alternative technologies for electric-
ity generation. These include tidal, wind
and solar power.

Whatever technology is considered, the
main concerns must be viability, both in a
practical and commercial sense.

The “free” power systems advocated by
the environmental pressure groups are all
very expensive to install and blight the
area both visually and practically.

Tidal ranges only develop maximum out-
put two hours each side of high water
(HW) under the twelths rule. This means
the flow rate is 1/12 of maximum for the

first hour after HW, then 2/12, 3/12,
3/12, 2/12 and 1/12 for the 12 hour
(approximately) flow rates between HW
and low water (LW). From LW to HW, due
to the reversal of flow, the turbine blades
can only be a compromise unless even
more expensive variable pitch waterproof
equipment is fitted.

Wind turbines depend upon wind direc-
tion, strength and isolation. Hilltops have
been favoured initially and wind farms
planned for some coastal areas. The large
blades (some of 30m) rotate slowly and
as with tidal turbines, require extensive
gearing which itself involves transmission
losses.

Installation of such plant has to be con-
sidered in relation to the existing grid
system to minimise distance.
Maintenance in isolated locations is, by
definition, a further running cost. The
problem of lightning strikes has been one,
which was not expected, resulting in
downtime due to electronics failing and
increased insurance premiums and condi-
tions.

Solar power in other than very small
applications, such as cameras or topping
up yacht batteries, is hardly viable in the
commercial requirement. The area
required in latitudes of highest solar
intensity still suffers from the dawn to
dusk output cycle, which is not constant
due not only to the angle of solar inci-
dence but also cloud cover and even dust
on the solar cell surface.

Geothermal heat from deep bores
requires very high gas pressures to
improve thermal transfer as well as tem-
perature differential to make it worth-
while. As in all the “free” systems above,
the initial cost against net output value,
after realistic allowance is made for
ongoing expenditure and expected life-
time, simply does not add up. The same

applies to air/air heat exchange, using
reversible refrigerator system as applied
to air conditioning.

The system used almost exclusively,
until the system using release of atomic 
energy, involves burning hydrocarbons
with inevitable release of carbon
compounds as products of combustion.
Even after most of these are filtered out
in the exhaust system chimney, the
carbon element still has to be disposed
of. The heat value of the hydrocarbon,
whether coal, oil, gas, wood or other
combustible has to be transmitted to
the generator. In the case of steam plant
using the same turbine or reciprocating
engine, there are thermal losses between
the combustion sector and the steam
generating sector (within the boiler).
Even with the internal combustion engine
driving the generator rotor the losses,
thermal, radiated and mechanical,
together amount to about 25% of the
potential thermal value of the fuel.

The most energy dense technology, at
present, is the atomic energy released 
during fission. This heat output is still
subject to thermal and mechanical losses 
so the overall efficiency is still just under
30% (latest quoted figures from
Electricite de France EDF). This is,
however, much better than the alterna-
tives. Further, this ignores the benefits
of being able to recover 97% of the fuel
by reprocessing.

98% of the rods is totally recoverable,
to which new Uranium 235 is added to 
provide remanufactured fuel rods for
further service. The 1% new plutonium is
extracted for use in the next generation
“breeder” reactor; this is much more
efficient with a significantly long service
life between down times.

Electricity Generation -
is there a better way?

by Dr R A Kisch D Sc (Mech E) FIDiagE 

Continued overleaf
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The first commercial size prototype (the
French Super-Phoenix) has been com-
pletelysuccessful in more than meeting
its targets but has been mothballed
pending political approval.

Environmental activists have been
responsible for this. In the meantime,the
long term development of the fusion
technology has been awarded to the
French to handle. This is the I.T.E.R.
(International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor) developed from
the British Z.E.T.A. (Zero Energy
Thermonuclear Assembly). Briefly, atoms
are compressed within a magnetic bottle
releasing energy in the same way as the
Sun is a fusion reactor. It requires
massive energy input but a greater
output results in the form of radiation.

A practical and working solution is,
however, a long way off, as controllability
and energy conversion has to be perfect-
ed first. It has to be recognised that as
at now, 2008, we are at the same stage
in development of atomic energy as the
first internal combustion engine of over
a century ago.

With this in mind, we can consider
where the energy losses involved can be
minimised. For example, can we remove
the steam driven generator stage and 
move to direct conversion of energy to
electricity?                                         

The fusion system irradiates everything
in the same way as fusion. This is why
the nuclear (radioactive) side is always
segregated by a heat exchanger (except
for the Russian RMEBK reactor where this
loss is obviated by having the entire 
steam system and generator turbine
radioactive).

The solar cell is activated by a resonance
between the active cell and sunlight. It
will not work when shaded. Therefore a
cell resonating with the radiation from a 
fusion (or fission) reactor could be used
to produce a DC output by coupling a
spherical surround of coupled solar cells
to achieve this. Once the DC was collect-
ed, conversion to AC would be by existing
technology. One can estimate an overall 
efficiency of, perhaps, 50% or more. And,
of course, there is no emission of exhaust
matter to clean up.

We live in exciting times!

Dr R A Kisch D Sc (Mech E) FIDiagE
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Correction
Dr.Robert Kisch has highlighted an
error in the publishing of his article

‘Pollution Free Power or not?
-That is The Question” 

which appeared in the
January/February issue of

the Journal.
For ease of understanding the

final paragraph of the article is
reprinted in its correct form below

(the omission from the original
text is shown in bold)

What of nuclear future?  My crystal 
ball shows the overall efficiency is 
enhanced by the ability to recover 
97% of the used fuel, while saving 
1% new plutonium for the next
stage breeder reactor, itself a more
efficient reactor to be ultimately
replaced by fusion, the magnetic
bottle torous radiation being directly
converted to electricity without the
need for the steam turbine stage.
But that, along with Professor Carlos
Rubbia’s “Energy Amplifier” (details
on CERN website) to use the remain-
ing 2% “hot” waste from reprocess-
ing is, as my favourite phrase goes,
anaother story for when I am suit-
ably lubricated.

Electricity Generation-
is there a better way?

Continued

■ Corporate Members may nominate 
four engineers as full members, 
receiving all individual membership bene-
fits. If the nominated member leaves the
employ of the Company then he/she will
be entitled to continue membership of
the Institution, whereupon he/she will
become liable to pay the individual
annual subscription. The Company can
then nominate another engineer from
their workforce. The Company will also
be sent a copy of the journal for their
reception/library/common room. Hence 5
copies will be sent to the Company four
to named persons + 1.

■  The Corporate Member may nominate
additional engineers as individual full
members of the Institution.
The application fee will be waived. Should

he/she leave the employment of the
Company he/she will be entitled to
continue  membership of the Institution,
whereupon he/she will become liable to
pay the individual annual subscription.  

■  Corporate Members will, on occasions,
be offered a free full-colour front or back
cover advertising feature, together with
an accompanying article in the journal
‘Diagnostic Engineering’. Corporate
Members will also receive a discount of
50% on all other advertisements placed
in the journal. 

■  Job vacancies will be advertised free
of charge both in the journal and on the 
website.

■ The Institution will publish a list of
Corporate Members in the journal on a

regular basis and will promote the
Corporate Members whenever exhibiting
or attending functions. 

■ The Corporate Member’s logo or
small advertisement will be placed on our
website. free of charge, with a note of
recognition that they are corporate
members.  A reciprocal link will be made
between websites.

■  The Institution encourages  Corporate
members to submit articles and case
studies for publication in the journal. 

■ Corporate membership fees will be
£350.OOpa. plus annual subscription fees
for any additional engineers nominated.

Corporate Membership Benefits & Terms
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One of the world’s biggest 4x4
vehicles has been transformed into
a super-sized remote-controlled

car by academics at Cranfield University.

Engineers Dr James Brighton, Dr Kim
Blackburn and Dr Terence Richards from
Cranfield University’s Off-Road Dynamics
Facility have spent the last month trans-
forming a HUMMER H3 into the ultimate
boy’s toy.

The systems used to control the car have
been developed over several years by the
team for crash testing full-size cars in
real situations.

The vehicle can be driven just as in
‘person mode’ using throttle, fully

proportional brakes, steering and gearbox.
The radio-controlled handset is similar
to those used for standard remote-
controlled cars, planes and helicopters,
but the signals are fed to two dedicated
computers in the back of the car.

Dr James Brighton said: “This project
has shown that working with off-road
vehicles can be great fun as well as a
great challenge. Although this is only
one area of the work we do with off-road
vehicles, it certainly goes to show that
this type of engineering research has a
range of exciting applications.”

The vehicle is capable of climbing a
407mm vertical wall, traversing a 40%
side slope and operating in up to 610mm

of water. Performance tests have been
carried out at the University’s world-class
Off-Road Dynamic Facility.

For further information please contact: 

Rebecca Edwards,
Press Officer,

Press Office - Marketing Services
Building 45,

Cranfield University
Cranfield, Bedfordshire

MK43 0AL
Tel: +44 (0) 1234 754999
Fax: +44 (0) 1234 754990

Email: pressoffice@cranfield.ac.uk
Website: www.cranfield.ac.uk

Dr James Brighton
‘driving’

the HUMMER H3

Cranfield develops
the ultimate boy’s toy
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Areport out today by the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) is
urging the Government to make

people feel an excessive carbon foot-print
is as shameful as drinkdriving.

The report encourages rail to be the lead
‘green’ transport of the future and is
unique in that it is based on cross-modal
and cost effective policies designed to
deliver the government’s transport
emissions targets.

As part of a route to a Sustainable
Transport System, an integration of 
energy, pricing and planning policies are
urgent - but top of that list is the need
for societal change. The Government’s
successful drink-driving programme
means that now 72% of drivers deem it
unacceptable to drink and drive. A similar
campaign on the same scale is now 
necessary to raise awareness of climate
change.

Cliff Perry, Vice President of the lMechE’s
Railway Division said: “Whilst the report
examines areas of technology where
we can make a difference, such as
regenerative braking, the real issue here
is mindset - changing people’s minds and
making them aware what their journey
is doing to the environment is by far
the most effective contribution that the
government can make, along with its
investment in rail and public transport
infrastructure. If 72% of drivers under-
stood that their car journey emissions
were unacceptable, what choices would
they make?

“Clear marking of tickets with accurate
emission figures is a simple way to 
raise awareness of environmental costs,
along with measures that do the same for
road journeys.

“Our journey choices today are dictated
by convenience and cost. Air travel 
is seen as an attractive option partly
because of cheap tickets and perceived
quicker travel times. The Carbon footprint
of such journeys, however, from door to
door is often 10-15 times greater than

the equivalent rail trip. One return air
journey, London to Paris generates the
same C02 as 11 return journeys by rail.”

In a typical journey to London from Paris
(291 miles) cost per person is:

Rail = £154 = 22kg CO2 per passenger
Air = £85 = 244kg C02 per passenger
Car = £171.40 = 58kg CO2 per passenger

The report points out that for the govern-
ment to achieve a consistent message,
a cohesive set of pricing, energy and
planning policies will needed to reinforce,
not undermine the environmental
message.

The Need for Societal Change

Bill Banks, Deputy President of the
IMechE said: “Currently the number of 
cars per head of population in the USA is
approximately 750 per 1,000 persons
(approaching one per person!). In India
and China the relevant figure is in the
region of 5 to 10 per 1,000 persons.
The stunning effect that an increase in
car usage by the vast populations of 
these two countries would have is simply
incalculable and unsustainable with
present technology. We dearly need to
make a difference, and that’s what this
report is about - this is not just about
engineers this is about you, the public
and our planet.”

The above values are related to the GDP
per capita. The UK comes in at something
like 400 vehicle ownership per 1,000
persons. It is abundantly clear that it
would be impossible to sustain the
increase in car usage that could be
envisaged from the above unless new
forms of energy were contemplated. The
energy balance must change and our 
dependence on oil, coal and gas cannot
be sustained.

Societal values, behavioural patterns and
current technology need to be changed to
offset transport emissions.

In conclusion this report makes four clear

policy recommendations to Government
that are high impact but relatively low
cost. These measures are:

■ Government to launch campaign
•  for‘greener’ transport choices - with
•  low cost - save 3.6 MtC p.a. by 2020 -
•  MtC is Million Tonnes of Carbon. -
•  research shows this would be 300
•  times more effective than, for example,
•  making trains lighter.

■ Revised Travel Pricing Policies to
•  include the external and environmental 
•  costs - could be cash generative for
•  public transport investment and save
•  2.96 MtC a year

■ Transport Environmental Duty - no
•  capital investment required bar - could 
•  save 1.6MtC by 2020.

■ Increased renewable energy source in
•  the UK power generation mix.
•  Commitment for 2020 is already in
•  place under the Renewables Obligation
•  - saving 0.12 MtC a year for our
•  current electrified railway network.

A second report commissioned by the
IMechE into what MPs think of the
Government’s Sustainable Transport Plan
has revealed that 72% of MPs from
all parties do NOT believe the
Government has created a sustainable
transport plan.’

For more information please contact:

Rita Congera,
IMechE Press Office,
Tel: 07730 644134

Email: r_congera@imeche.org

In 2007 a group of senior engineers at
the lMechE agreed there are four areas
(Key Themes) where engineering could
make a difference: Energy, Environment,
Transport and Education. This report
covers all these areas and is the first
to evolve out of the Key Themes.
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Low Carbon Mobility -
a Transport for the Future
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Calex is delighted to announce
the new PyroUSB Non-Contact
Infra-Red Temperature Sensor.

This all-new sensor connects directly to
a PC via a USB cable (included) and oper-
ates without the need for any additional
hardware interface or power supply.

The CalexSoft software (also included) is
simple to install and requires no specialist
knowledge to set up and use.  It displays
temperature in numerical format and on
a simulated scrolling chart.  Users can set
the temperature range and emissivity,
compensate for reflected energy, apply
filtering to fluctuating temperatures and
use peak or valley-hold processing to
measure hot or cold objects on conveyors.
The software may also be used to record
measurements at any interval from 1
second to 1 week and pre-programmed
to start and finish at any time or date.
Audible/visual alarms can be set to warn
users that the temperature is either too
high or too low.  The built-in OPC Server
interface allows communication between
the sensor and any other equipment with
OPC Client capabilities, making systems
integration simple and affordable.
In addition to the USB interface, the
sensor is equipped with a 2-wire, 4 to 20
mA output, which is linear with tempera-

ture.  This output can be connected at
the same time as the USB interface or
independently.  The PyroUSB sensor is
capable of measuring temperatures
accurately and repeatably from -40°C
right up to 1000°C. If a smaller
range is required this can be set using the
CalexSoft software.

The sensor itself is just 106 mm long by
18 mm diameter and made of polished
stainless steel, sealed to IP65, making

it ideal for food and pharmaceutical
applications.  It is held in place by a
mounting nut (included).  Fixed and
adjustable brackets are offered to simplify
mounting and a laser-sighting tool is
available to assist in the sighting of the
sensor.

The high-quality Germanium lenses
used by Calex produce very well defined
optical paths.  There are three to choose
from; the first provides a field of view
with a distance to spot size ratio of 15:1.
There is also a lens with a 30:1 ratio and
one which focuses on a 5 mm diameter
spot at 100 mm distance, which is ideal
for small targets such as electrical
components.

If the sensor is required to operate in a
very high or low ambient temperature
(less than 0°C or more than 70°C) it can
be ordered with a water/air-cooled jacket
built around it.  The temperature inside
the sensor can also be monitored from
the PC to make sure it doesn’t exceed the
ambient limits.  For dusty environments,
such as in paper or textile mills, an
air-purge collar can be fitted to keep
the lens clean.

Built-in adaptive filtering provides a
very stable signal without compromising
the remarkable 250 ms response time,
so there is no need to sacrifice a fast
response in order to achieve a stable
reading.

PyroUSB sensors are RoHS compliant
and conform to EN 61326-1:2006 for
EMC.  They are designed and built by
Calex Electronics in the UK, a company
with more than 30 years experience of
non-contact infra-red temperature
measurement.

For further information,
please contact:

John Alderton
Tel: 01525 373178/853800

Fax 01525 851319
e-mail: john.alderton@calex.co.uk

www.calex.co.uk

Calex Launches New PyroUSB
Non-Contact Infra-Red

Temperature Sensor

Connects directly to a PC via USB
cable and operates without the need

for additional hardware interface  
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The Institution exhibits again at

As an official supporter of
easyFairs® MAINTEC, once again
we attended this prestigious

annual 3 day exhibition at the N.E.C. on
March 11th-13th.
Having experienced a moderately slow
first day, things picked up over the next
two days with lots of interest being
shown on the stand during the final
day.

We therefore considered our
attendance worthwhile and look
forward to returning again next year.

Council members Arthur Kennedy,
Bill Parker, Steve Reed and Andy Garnor
manned the stand.                            

Chris Gilbert delivered the material and
assisted Andy with the build up.
Thanks to Marilyn (Mrs Parker) for her
continued lively and enthusiastic
support on the stand.

I would like to take this opportunity
to thank, on behalf oF the Council,
Douglas Wragg  (Institution fellow and
regular contributor to the journal) for
his excellent presentation. 

The subject was TRIBOLOGY:  SCIENCE
IN ACTION.  “The Case for Upper
Cylinder Lubrication”.

Any member wanting further informa-
tion on this topic may contact Douglas
via the Institution.

Also at easyFairs® MAINTEC was
Prof. Len Gelman and Dr Combet
presenting:
VIBRATION MONITORING OF LOCAL
TOOTH DAMAGE IN GEARBOXES on
behalf of Cranfield University.

Prof. Gelman is also an Institution
Fellow and will be presenting the
same seminar/workshop on behalf of
the Institution of Diagnostic Engineers
at the Plant and Works exhibition in
April.  Again a thank you to Len for his
continued support.

Steve Reed MIDiagE
Member of Council

Institution of Diagnostic Engineers   •   www.diagnosticengineers.org
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easyFairs® MAINTEC 2008

Institution Vice Chairman Bill Parker together with Marilyn Parker
and Council member Steve Reed provided a warm welcome to the

many visitors to the Institution stand.

Left: Steve Reed with Douglas Wragg
Fellow Member of the Institution. 
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Over the past four years Fellow
Member John Sayer, a previous
regular contributor to the Journal,

has been extensively researching Dr
Robert Kisch FIDiagE old company Ailsa
Craig Engines. Dr Kisch had produced a
twelve-page history of the company
together with an archive of pictures. They,
along with other artefacts, were held at
the Science Museum (Swindon archives)
and the Motorboat Museum, Pitsea Nr
Basildon. This information was not widely
known and very few people were aware
of the material. 

John Sayer takes up the story:-

I tried to convince Robert that the history
of Ailsa Craig Ltd. had wider appeal and
accordingly he challenged me to take his
original work and rewrite the same in a
manner that would appeal to the wider
audience! This challenge I took up, not
realising just how vast a project it would
actually be! To cut a long and complex
story short I have now completed the
work as a seventy-page book that is
available free to anyone that wishes to
view it as an online eBook. 

This material can be viewed, online at
www.ailsacraigengines.co.uk under the
“History” banner. There is zero charge to
view the whole seventy page document.

In truth this has been a massive
collaborative project as it includes the
research of several contributors, I feel it
important that our Members and those
of the general public are able to be made

aware of this important time in British
Engineering History.

Dr Robert Kisch released all copyright
to his son Christopher and I acted as his
appointed agent in this respect in order
to reproduce the material and submit
the same as I see fit. Printable copies
are already held by the afore mentioned
Motorboat museum (www.motorboatmu-
seum.org.uk ) and with various libraries.
The eBook has now been adopted by
Essex Library and can be downloaded
from their Book Aisle website
( http://essex.bookaisle.com ).
The Museum of Internal Fire, Wales,
(http://www.internalfire.com) have now
agreed to take the whole archive as it
stands from the Motorboat Museum and
reproduce the same in the digital format
in order that it will all eventually end up
in the Public Domain after which the
original material will be preserved for the
heritage of the Nation. 

A brief history of the company can also
now be viewed on Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ailsa_Craig_E
ngines 

With the permission of John Sayer an
extract covering the Introduction of his
work is reproduced below:-

Introduction

“The following tells the true story of a
Great British Company that was so very
nearly lost to the annals of time...”

In fact the significance of this establish-
ment has in so many ways already been
overlooked as “just another failed compa-
ny” whereas in fact it was anything but!

In truth it was only the short-sighted
actions of a bank failing to support a
growing and over stretched company that
solely resulted in its eventual destruction
at a time when its growth was almost
certainly guaranteed. This resulted in the
loss of not only a company but also the

British heritage it represented. However it
is recognised that this was at a time of
poor financial confidence and drastic
change that resulted in so many other
companies failing in a very similar way.

It is therefore ironic that engines built
almost one hundred years ago by Ailsa
Craig Ltd. are still to this day prized and
sought after. It is for this reason that it
was felt worthwhile preserving the
historical archives and telling its story in
order to give an insight into how this
slightly obscure niche market company
should rise above that of a mere footnote
in history.

Over the past thirty years researchers
have time and time again returned to the
remaining archived records in order to
research Ailsa Craig. Various records have,
in that time, been produced but it is
believed that this is the first time that
such an in-depth document has been
produced. Nevertheless it is recognised
that this work is in truth a collaboration
and amalgamation of all previous records
brought together to form one complete
work comprising this book and a yet to
be produced scrapbook archive of all of
the remaining “original” documents. This,
to be photographically and digitally
reproduced and made generally available.

This work comprises of the history as told
in simplistic terms, along with more tech-
nical data and sample scrapbook pages.

■
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A milestone in the
history of British

Engineering
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Schneider Electric has introduced its
new Preventa XCSDM3 and
XCSDM4 Hall Effect non-contact

safety switches, from Telemecanique, a
brand of Schneider Electric which have
been designed to eliminate the need for
an external safety relay to monitor safety
circuit input and output integrity.

Compact, easy to install and highly
tolerant to misalignment, magnetic safety
switches are used as safety interlocks on
movable machine guards and/or where 
frequent wash down takes place.
Standard safety switches are wired back
to a panel with a safety relay for failsafe
operation.

The new XCSDM3 and 4 models incorpo-
rate a safety relay enabling the devices 
to self-check and detect their own failure
without the use of an additional external 
safety relays. They can directly drive two
external 24VDC contactor coils (via two 
internally OSSD safety PNP outputs) and,
in the case of the XCSDM4, monitor
those external contactors’ normally

closed auxiliaries (known as EDM) to
directly and safely control electric motor
driven loads.

Certified for use in SIL2/Cat3 and
SlL3/Cat4 safety circuits (as per
EN61508/62061 and EN 13849-1) the
devices offer a wide range of benefits for
OEMs and end users, the main advan-
tages being the convenience of buying a
single device - which reduces cabling
complexity and panel space - and a lower
price compared with buying an individual
switch and safety relay.

Features include robust construction and
IP69K resistance to jet washing, as well
asIP67 for washdown; simple diagnostics
via a tri-colour LED on the switch body
plus a PNP output for remote I/O or PLC
connection; a wide operating temperature 
range (-25°C to +75°C), and the ability to
chain up to 32 devices in series.

The devices permit up to nine approach
directions and are magnetically coded to
prevent tampering, ensuring security. Pre-

wired versions (2m, 5m and 10m) are
available, as well as M 12 connector ver-
sions for ease of maintenance.

“This does not spell the end for the safety
relay,” says David Collier, Schneider
Product Manager for Safety, “but it does
offer machine builders and end users the
opportunity to simplify their safety wiring
especially on machines with distributed
safety loops. At the same time they
reduce costs and panel space.”

The XCSDM3 and 4 are the latest editions
to Schneider Electric’s Preventa range of
XCS safety switches which includes metal
and plastic mechanical safety interlocks,
solenoid safety interlocks and safety limit
switches.

For further information
about Schneider Electric:

Debra Pearce
External Communication Executive

Schneider Electric Ltd,
Stafford Park 5, Telford,

Shropshire, TF3 3BL
Tel: +44 (0) 1952 209575

E-mail:
debra pearce@gb schneider-electric com

www: www.schneider.co.uk
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The Preventa XCSDM3
& XCSDMA Hall effect
non-contact safety
switches.

Safely reduce cabling,
lower costs

and use   
less panel space

New  non-contact safety switches from
Schneider Electric 
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Ihave just finished a case which quite
neatly embraces these two conditions
- needless to say, it ended up in Court

with a right royal battle between the
Claimant (the garage) and the Defendant
(the vehicle owner).

The dictionary defines co-incidence as
“the occurrence of events simultaneously
or consecutively in a striking manner but
without causal connection between 
them.” Happenstance is defined as “a
chance circumstance.”

This case illustrates what so often goes
wrong between the garage and the 
customer, with rights and wrongs on both
sides.

The facts of the case were that Mr.
Williamson took his VW to the local 
branch of diagnostic engineers - World
Electronic Testing - as there was a
warning light illuminated on the dash-
board of his vehicle.

World Electronic Testing diagnosed a
faulty oxygen (lambda) sensor and 
replaced it. Whilst the vehicle was on
road test they noticed that the coolant 

temperature was low, suspected that it
might be the thermostat, and put a note
to that effect on the customer’s invoice.
It was agreed that the vehicle should
come back in a few day’s time to have 
a new thermostat fitted, which it did.

The firm supplying the thermostat was
late in delivering it to World Electronic
Testing, and the vehicle was not quite
finished by the time that Mr. Williamson
came to collect it.

Before handing it over to him, it was
taken out on a road test, as this was 
a standard procedure for the company,
and whilst on the said test, the warning
light for low oil level flickered on -just
the once. Remember that, as it is
important.

Before handing the vehicle back to the
owner, the workshop manager drew his 

attention to the oil light and asked if it
had ever come on before. It transpired
that it had. The oil level was checked and
found to be correct, and it was assumed
that this was a faulty sensor, as this was
a known problem with this particular
vehicle.

It should be borne in mind that the
Christmas break was imminent, so it was 
agreed that this would be investigated in
the New Year and the customer drove
away.

Over the Christmas period Mr. Williamson
continued to use the vehicle, and the oil
light kept coming on, but be persevered
and continued with his motoring. On a 
journey to visit his in-laws the engine
started to develop a rattle, so be stopped
the car and summoned the recovery
service, who duly arrived, had a cursory
look at the engine and helpfully
diagnosed the problem as being “poss
camshaft.” - very technical!

The vehicle was recovered back to the
premises of World Electronic Testing, 
where it remained until they started work
in the New Year.

When they started to investigate the
problem, World Electronic Testing 
discovered that the oil pressure was low
and the rattling noise from the engine
was due to the fact that the hydraulic
tappets were not receiving an adequate
supply of oil, and were not pumping up
sufficiently. A new oil pump was fitted
and all was well with the engine once
more.

When Mr. Williamson collected the car,
for some reason he did not pay the bill,
but said he would be back shortly to 
“settle up” with the garage.

Needless to say, he did not return and he
spent some considerable time convincing
himself why he should not pay them.
He was now of the opinion that their 
diagnosis was incorrect in the first
instance, and that the failed thermostat

was as a result of the work that they had
carried out, as was the demise of the oil
pump.

As they say in legal circles “a correspon-
dence ensued.”

By the time I was instructed as a Single
Joint Expert all the evidence had 
vanished - the old parts had been thrown
away and Mr. Williamson had sold the
vehicle in part exchange for something a
bit newer and with less mileage.

It was a question of reading the
documents supplied by both parties and 
forming a picture from which I could
base my opinion.

In my report I explained that generally
speaking, faults or defects on a motor
vehicle fall into three categories:-

1. Expected or normal
2. Attributable
3. Co-incidental

I went on to explain the significance of
this, and to point out that as the oxygen
sensor was in the exhaust system and the
thermostat was in the cooling system, the 
sensor came under the heading of an
expected or normal fault, and the ther-
mostat as be co-incidental. Much the
same could be said for the oil pump, as it
was not connected to the other two
systems, and the vehicle had covered
about 98,000 miles.

All very simple and straightforward I hear
you thinking. Yes, but there is a
connection; however, it is not the fault of
the garage.

With the thermostat stuck in the open
position, the engine would not reach 
working temperature and peak efficiency.
Once the thermostat had been changed,
the engine would be running hotter than
before, and that would mean that the oil
in the engine would be hotter too.

Continued on page 23
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Co-incidence or Happenstance?
More Courtroom drama 

By Douglas Wragg FIDiagE
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Go
Green
in your 

workplace

With so much focus being placed
on going green and becoming
more environmentally aware,

many in the business world are looking to
become great corporate citizens.

There are many ways you can help
improve the environment in the work-
place:

•  Buy recycled paper using both sides
•  when printing and copying

•  Encourage recycling in the office by
•  having bins for aluminum cans, plastic 
•  bottles, and paper (which can be
•  printed on both sides before getting
•  tossed in bin)

•  Reuse items, such as envelopes and
•  folders, instead of using just once

•  Use discarded paper as scrap paper for
•  notes and recycle when finished

•  Allow employees to telecommute,
•  which will decrease pollutants caused
•  by driving and will help decrease
•  dependency on oil

•  Reduce energy consumption by turning
•  off lights when not in use and

•  powering down all computers at night
•  (unless they get backed up by server)

•  Buy office supplies and products with
•  as little packaging as possible

•  Use hosted business software /
•  Software as a Service (SaaS) to keep 
•  electronic records

Use an Application Service Provider (ASP)
/ SaaS that is completely web-based,
which means that there is no software
to install. That also means that anywhere
you have access to the internet, you
have access and ability to maintain your
company’s operations.
Companies that have the need to simplify,
organize, and get full control of their
overall Facilities and Maintenance
Management business processes will
benefit most from SaaS/CMMS.

Some small and mid-sized enterprise
markets include:

•  Property Owners & Property
•  Management
•  Facilities Management
•  High Volume Work Order Centers
•  Plant Management
•  Schools & Universities

•  Air & Ground Transportation
•  Restaurant Chains
•  Banking & Financial Institutions
•  Packaging
•  Retail Business Chains
•  Non-Profit Organizations
•  Public Storage Companies
•  Senior Living Centers
•  Information Technology

Computerized maintenance management
software (CMMS) offers tremendous 
benefits, including being accessible 24/7
from any computer that’s connected to
the internet. CMMS companies such as
Net Facilities are the solution of choice
for efficient facility and property
management, including work order, asset,
preventive maintenance and inventory
management.

Harnessing the power of the Internet to
connect people, places, and things 
eliminates excessive paper work, reduces
phone calls, and ultimately creates a
green process that translates into
reduced operating costs, higher staff/
tenant/client satisfaction, and 
higher profit retention for
CMMS clients.

■

New short course

Advanced signal analysis with 
emphasis on mechanical systems: 
Theory and exploration

14 - 16 May 2008
www.cranfield.ac.uk/soe
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Aremote condition monitoring sys-
tem is helping a nuclear power
plant monitor more than 90 elec-

tric motors, pumps and fans, providing
early warning of impending failures and
helping to keep plant availability above
90 per cent.

E.ON Kernkraft in Germany is using the
FAG VibroCheck online condition moni-
toring system from FAG Industrial
Services (F’IS), the maintenance and con-
dition monitoring company within the
Schaeffler Group. Since its initial imple-
mentation in 2004, FAG VibroCheck has
on several occasions identified damage to
bearings, imbalance in fans and unstable
machinery at an early stage, enabling the
maintenance team to order the necessary
spare parts and resources and to plan the
replacement of the damaged part within
the regular maintenance schedule or
shift. 

FAG VibroCheck is ideal for condition
monitoring of critical rotating machinery
and components, such as gearboxes,
bearings fans and pumps. Using selective
frequency monitoring, FAG VibroCheck
automatically detects imbalance and mis-
alignment in rotating plant and machin-
ery, as well as damage to individual bear-
ings and gears. Selective frequency moni-
toring enables the detection of even
minor damage or defects at an early
stage, since these will cause an increase
in the amplitude of the characteristic fre-
quencies. FAG VibroCheck also uses
demodulated signal analysis as this is
ideally suited to shock pulses.

The system enables the monitoring of up
to 2,048 measuring points and can be
easily integrated into a plant’s existing
systems. Remote monitoring is possible
and alerts can be sent via email or SMS
text message to the appropriate individ-
ual.

At E.ON Kernkraft, more than 200 sepa-
rate measuring points are being moni-
tored by FAG VibroCheck, which provides
maintenance with information on the
condition of rolling bearings, gear sets,
shafts and imbalanced rotors in fans and
pumps. Although 12 staff at E.ON are
trained to use the FAG VibroCheck sys-
tem, the company also has a teleservice

contract with F’IS, which includes the
online remote monitoring of the plant
and technical support by F’IS vibration
monitoring specialists, who help to
analyse and evaluate recorded data.

For example, the FAG VibroCheck system
at E.ON Kernkraft recently detected bear-
ing damage in a pump at an early stage.
This damage was then confirmed by visu-
al inspection and the bearing replaced in
plenty of time by the maintenance team.
If left undetected, the bearing damage
would have led to failure of the pump,
resulting in a complete shutdown of the
plant.

As a subsidiary of E.ON Energie, E.ON
Kernkraft GmbH is a major contributor of
electricity generation in Germany. The
company operates six nuclear power sta-
tions in Bavaria, Lower Saxony and
Schleswig-Holstein and is involved in a
further five plants. The company employs
around 2,500 staff and generates a total
annual output of 8,500kW, making the

company one of the leading international
generators of electricity.

E.ON Kernkraft’s Grafenrheinfeld nuclear
power plant in Germany was commis-
sioned in 1981. The pressurised water
reactor is rated at 1,275MW and is
cooled by two, 143m high, natural
draught cooling towers. The plant gener-
ates electricity for base load applications.

The working availability of the plant at
this site has to be very high, at more than
90 per cent. This is not only because of
safety reasons but also for efficient main-

tenance of plant and machinery. Failure
of individual components or machines
can cause costly secondary damage or
shutdown of the complete plant and
therefore result in more ‘lost’ production.

For more information on F’IS products
and services, please visit the website or
telephone the marketing department on

0121 351 3833.

Schaeffler (UK) Ltd,
Forge Lane, Minworth,

Sutton Coldfield
West Midlands B76 1AP
Tel:   0121 351 3833

Fax:  0121 351 7686
e-mail: info.uk@schaeffler.com

www.schaeffler.co.uk

By installing an online
condition monitoring system,

nuclear power provider
E.ON Kernkraft has eliminated

costly plant downtime and
kept plant availability

above 90 per cent.

Condition Monitoring system
prevents downtime

at nuclear plant
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Iam wondering on a dust to dust basis,
ie the complete life cycle from
manufacture to disposal and possible

recycling, if Low Energy Lamps (otherwise
known as Compact Fluorescent Lamps
or CFL’s) are really quite as environmen-
tally friendly as we a led to believe.

The old fashioned incandescent lamp is
said to be inefficient, but it is actually
pretty good at converting electrical
energy to a combination of heat and
light. In a large part of Europe, the need
for light coincides with a need for heat
for 6 or more months of the year. In this
situation, the incandescent lamp is
almost 100% efficient, the heat generat-
ed being a useful contribution to the
required room heat. Of course in hot
climates this does not apply.

Whatever the air temperature an incan-
descent lamp reaches full brightness
immediately.

An incandescent lamp contains glass,
steel, tungsten, tin, maybe a small 
amount of lead, an adhesive, cadmium or
zinc plating for the steel and an inert gas
such as halogen. It is potentially quite
easy to recycle and poses little threat
when put in the bin.

Compare this to the CFL (Compact
Fluorescent Lamp).

CF L’s are said to use only 20 to 25%
of the power of the incandescent lamp 
and produce little heat. They are said to
have a life of 6000 to 10000 hours, much
longer you might think than the incan-
descent. In my own tests, I have found
that when a CFL is switched on and
off frequently, the life is considerably
shortened, down to less than 2000
hours in some cases, similar in fact to
an incandescent lamp.

In cold air temperatures a CFL takes some
time to reach full brightness. This effect
varies with brand and temperature. This
makes them unsuitable as lighting, for
example, on unheated staircases as found
in multi story apartments. When the
temperature is below OC, by the time
the light level is acceptable the timer
has turned the light off again!

Unlike incandescent lamps, at the
moment, CFL’s can’t be dimmed making
them incompatible with many domestic
installations. They are also not suitable
for use with some motion sensors fitted
to outside lights for instance.

A CFL contains glass, steel, tungsten,
plastic tin, maybe a small amount of 
lead a mixture of gases, the phosphor
coating on the inside of the glass and up
to 15mg of MERCURY It also contains
electronic components which I will come

to shortly. MERCURY is a highly toxic
heavy metal. It is dangerous if swallowed,
inhaled or it can be absorbed through 
the skin. It is most dangerous when
inhaled as a vapour as it would be if a
lamp is smashed when hot.

Mercury is an element, it is not destroyed
by incineration, indeed incineration
makes it more dangerous as it is
distributed as vapour in the smoke.
Mercury is I believe covered by the
hazardous waste disposal regulations
making putting your old CFL in the bin 
undesirable at the very least.

To recycle a CFL requires specialist
treatment to remove the mercury, not 
easy or cheap, that’s before the electron-
ics are considered. At a guess I would say
that the energy saved in the use of a CFL
is probably offset to a great extent by the
energy used in manufacture and disposal,
assuming disposal is done properly.

Interestingly I read that as well as
planning a ban on the sale of incandes-
cent lamps on global warming grounds,
the clever rule makers in the EU are
considering banning Mercury. If they
do, that will be the end of CFL’s, maybe
they want us to go back to oil 
lamps and candles?

The environmental issues regarding
mercury in CFLs is nothing compared to 
the energy and dangerous chemicals used
in the manufacture of semiconductors
and other components (transistors and
the like) used in CFL’s. These include
arsenic, boron, phosphorous, indium,
gallium and others. Semiconductor plants
have been blamed for ground water 
contamination in Silicon Valley California.

I use CFL’s because they cut my electricity
bill but I am under no illusion that doing
so is an environmentally friendly choice.

Low Energy Lamps versus Incandescent
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Yes, as always, you are ahead of me.
With thinner, hotter oil, the failing oil
pump’s performance would now become
more obvious.

My report was written and sent off to
both parties and the Court. I had a long
and rambling question from the
Defendant, which I could not answer in
fill because it touched on matters that
were for the Court to decide, and centred
on the wisdom of driving a vehicle with
an oil warning light showing on the
dashboard. I had covered that point in my
report, but had stated that it was a mat-
ter for the Court - not me.

Come the day, come the battle. It being a
cold and foggy morning, I set off with
plenty of time to spare in case the traffic
was slow moving - Sod’s Law being what
it is, there were no hold ups and I was at
the Court more than an hour before the
case was due to be heard, so wander
around outside and have a puff of my
pipe, then back indoors to have a read of
all those jolly interesting notices they
stick on the walls of the waiting room.

It is interesting to watch the behaviour
and body language of the opposing
forces, as they arrived and gave their
names to the Court usher. It was as
though the “other party” did not exist,
and they sat at opposite ends of the
waiting room. I am not sure if either of
them had worked out who I was, as they
had only spoken to me on the ‘phone.

When the time came, we trooped into the
Court and took our places, and introduced
ourselves to the Judge.
Then battle commenced, and these two

were at it hammer and tongs, with raised
voices and red faces and accusations and
counter accusations flying across the
table, until the Judge, who had had
enough of this rowdiness, silenced the
parties.

Not surprisingly, he found for the
Claimant - the garage - and dismissed 
almost all of the Defendant’s counter-
claim.

In the end the garage got their money
and costs but had to pay my expenses, 
so they did not win hands down either.

Amazingly, I was paid that very day - that
is a first, and I am still trying to work out
whether that was a co-incidence or
happenstance.

Douglas Wragg FIDiagE

Coincidence or Happenstance?
Continued from page 19
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on  commutator motor shafts, NSK’ EA3
grease is a poly-alpha-olefine type which
is superior  in loe-torque to maximise
energy efficiency in the operation of
roller bearings.
In addition to developing special low
torque greases  NSK has considered the
problems of using grease lubrication
per se.  Grease is used widely for the
lubrication of rolling bearings  and
ballscrews, and it can contaminate the
soil, rivers or sea if it leaks or is disposed
of improperly. This could inflict consider-
able harm on the natural environment.

NSK has addressed this problem with
its EXCELLA GREENTM grease which is
readily decomposed by bacteria, an con-
tains no harmful substances. EXCELLA
GREEN is a long life grease developed
for bearings in small-to medium-sized
general purpose motors, air conditioner
fan motors, and IT devices. It is 60% or
more degradable than conventional
greases, as determined by a 28-day
biological oxygen demand test in bacteria

activated sludge, which is an effect
evaluation index for an ecosystem.
Grease, of course is retained within
bearings by seals and shields, and these
units also play a role in energy conserva-
tion: a seal or shield that is too tight a
fit will lead to friction in a bearing and
consequent energy loss. The challenge in
the bearing market has been to develop
high- speed seals, which minimise
bearing friction.

This has led to the development of NSK’s
V type seal. The V seal is a design
innovation that seals effectively without
an increase in torque or operating tem-
perature. It has better sealing capability
than a shield, and a speed capability
comparable to that of a shielded bearing.
The non-contact lip of the V design
reduces drag in the bearing - an
important advantage where power loss
is critical, as in small electrical motors.

For further information on this
product, please contact your local

ERIKS service centre on:
0845 006 6000

or click below to find your
local service centre:

www.eriks.co.uk/branchfinder
/select_branch.asp

Continued from page 9

Roller bearings THE
S.S.FRIESLAND

A cracking tale of
International intrigue, just

one of eight cases from

SHERLOCK
HOLMES

SOME
UNPUBLISHED CASES 

By Robert A Kisch
Order the book and

read the rest!
Tel: 0116 279 6772

email:
admin@diagnosticengineers.org

ONLY £9.99 + p&p
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Anew low cost fibre optic testing
kit has been launched that enables
users to certify fibre optic cabling

and optical devices. Absolute power and
end-to-end cable losses can be calculated
at four different wavelengths, including
a 1490nm measurement mode, enabling
users to certify emerging single mode
‘fibre-to-the-home’ cabling systems
(FTTx).

The handheld FiberMASTERT™ fibre
optic tester from IDEAL INDUSTRIES
incorporates a power meter and light
source. The power meter enables users
to measure multi-mode and single mode
signals at the 850, 1300/1310, 1490 and
1550nm wavelengths. By connecting the
FiberMASTER™ power meter to the
output of a network device, the direct
power can be instantly measured to
isolate a faulty transmitter.

The device incorporates several unique
features, including an automatic dB
calibration function that enables the
user to store a reference value and then
directly read the loss of the link without
having to manually calculate the values -
saving valuable time and money. Cable
installers would typically use this mode
when measuring fibre optic cabling from
end-to-end, in order to determine the
overall link loss of the system.

The tester has a universal 2.5mm adapter
for the power meter and ST, SC and FC
connectors for the light source.
Measurements are displayed in dBm
(decibel milliwatt) and mW (milliwatt).
Measurement range is from -60 to
+3dBm. Operating temperature is from
-10°C up to +60°C.

The 850nm LED light source for multi-
mode applications is very compact and

docks neatly into the bottom of the
power meter for easy storage. Each
meter operates on three AAA batteries
and comes with a rugged carrying case,
as well as multi-mode SC jumpers and
coupler for calibration.

Tony Kumeta, European General Manager
at IDEAL INDUSTRIES (U.K.) comments:
“FiberMASTER™ provides all the features
professionals require to certify and
troubleshoot any type of fibre optic
cabling, including Fibre-To-The-Home
installations whilst setting a new level
of price-performance in the market.”

For more information on
IDEAL INDUSTRIES
and its FiberMASTERTM

fibre optic tester, please call:
01925 444446

or visit the website at:
www.idealindustries.co.uk

Alternatively, you can contact
Ideal Industries on:

Ideal_UK@idealindustries.com 

About IDEAL Industries, Inc.

Ideal Industries, Inc. is one of the world’s
largest manufacturers and suppliers of
quality tools and test products supplies
for the electrical and data communica-
tions markets.  Since 1916 the company
has built a solid reputation as an
engineer of innovative and trustworthy
products.  Ideal offers more than 6,000
proven, predictable items to professionals
across the electrical, construction,
maintenance, data communications,
telecommunications, cabling and original
manufacturing industries.  The company’s
divisions include Electrical, DataComm,
Wire Processing and OEM Connection
Systems.

Ideal is a privately held corporation
headquartered in Sycamore, Illinois with
additional manufacturing and distribution
facilities across USA and Canada.
International sales facilities are located
within Europe in UK, Germany and
Australia. 

www.idealindustries.com

Reader Enquiries/Advertising:

Mrs Kathrine Jensen
Sales & Marketing Coordinator
IDEAL Industries (U.K.) Ltd

Unit 3, Europa Court, Westbrook
Warrington, Cheshire WA5 7TN

www.idealindustries.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1925 412 934
Fax: +44 (0) 1925 445 501

Email: Kathrine.Jensen@idealindustries.com

■ 
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New low cost fibre optic cable
testing kit is now available
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Welcome New Members

The Chairman and the Council of Management are pleased
to welcome our new members. We hope that their
membership will assist them in reaching their aspirations
and add to their knowledge from contact with other
members as well as through the medium of the Journal.
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■

Our Website is
being rebuilt.

We apologise for
any inconvenience

Darren Blades
No. 10207  Associate Member. Area: Hull

Master Technician

Paul Rogers
No. 10208  Member.  Area: Essex

Director

You can of course still contact
us by  ‘phone or email.

If you require any assistance with
payments, ordering merchandise or any

other information, please contact:
Karen Seiles 

Manager/Administrator on
0116 279 6772

or email:
admin@diagnosticengineers.org
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Name .............................................................................................................................
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FREE 
FLUKE 2008

Test Tools
Catalogue

available now 

More new products, application
information and easy-to-use tool selection guides

than ever before

Fluke, the world’s leading supplier of test and measurement
equipment, has announced the availability of its 2008 Test
Tools Catalogue. The free, 116 page, full-colour catalogue

contains the latest information about the continuously expanding
line of rugged and reliable Fluke test tools, together with useful
application articles of interest to engineers, technicians and
troubleshooters. A free copy may be requested via the Fluke Web
site at www.fluke.co.uk, via email to industrial@uk.fluke.nl or
telephone on 020 7942 0700.

The Fluke 2008 Test Tools Catalogue contains all the latest
products including the highly rugged Fluke Ti10/Ti25 Thermal
Imagers, with innovative IR-FusionÆ technology, and Fluke
287/289 high-accuracy, true-RMS, logging Multimeters.
Demonstrating the company’s ability to provide a single source of
test tools for a large variety of industrial, electrical and process
control applications, the catalogue includes Digital Multimeters
(DMMs), Electrical Testers, Thermal Imagers and Digital
Thermometers, Power Quality Tools, ScopeMeters, Air Quality
Measurement and Analysis tools, Field Calibrators and ATEX
certified test tools.

Useful product selection guides make it easy to choose the right
tools and accompanying accessories for specific applications.
In addition, the catalogue provides useful application and back-
ground articles on topics such as electrical safety, basic electrical
testing, troubleshooting adjustable speed drives, measuring with
intrinsically safe tools, and true RMS measurements.

Fo more information visit the Fluke UK web site at:
www.fluke.co.uk.

For further information: 
Ken West,

UK Regional MarketingManager - Industrial Tools 
Fluke (U.K.) Ltd.,

52 Hurricane Way, Norwich,
Norfolk NR6 6JB

Tel: 0207 942 0700. Fax: 0207 942 0701
e-mail: industrial@uk.fluke.nl
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The new Jiskoot Sampler Selection
Tool ¡s an innovative and unique
web-based programme allowing

users to freely evaluate the performance
of their existing sampling systems and
even to run “what if scenarios by chang-
ing various components of their sampling
and mixing systems.

Accessed via the Jiskoot website by
getting a ‘log-in’ from the company,
the tool works in an easy-to-use online
mode. At any point during the assessment 
process users can get comprehensive
reports detailing both optimal sampling
system design and certain return on
investments and also any system design
considerations that may be required to
handle issues such as high vapour
pressure, waxy crude and high/low
viscosity.

Using comparative data from over 200
water injection proving tests, the tool
includes the mixing calculations con-
tained with the sampling standards. It 
enables users to make a quick assessment
of both uncertainty improvements and
return on investment that could be
delivered from changing sampling system
design or components.

A unique feature is the tool’s ability to
make assessments of natural mixing 
within piping elements such as a meter-
ing skid, flow valves and static mixers. It 
also summarises whether any particular
sampling application will comply with the
sampling standards ISO 3171 and API 6.2.
Users can make accurate assessments of
likely compliance of the mixing, which is
one of most crucial elements in accurate
sampling.

The tool has a number of links to refer-
ence data such as laboratory standards
and all assessments are made using the
extensive HMC4 loss control committee
database of worldwide crude oils. Users
can also add crude oils to this list.

Further information & reader enquiries: 

Jon Moreau,
Jiskoot Ltd
Tunbridge Wells,

Kent TN1 2DJ, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1892 518000.
Fax: +44 (0)1892 518100
www.jiskoot.com

About Jiskoot

Jiskoot is an international market-leading
supplier of custody transfer and fiscal
sampling systems, in-line blending
equipment and multiphase measurement
solutions, predominantly in the oil and 
gas market. The company provides
solutions ranging from simple stand-
alone products to complex turnkey 
systems with a full performance guaran-
tee. Jiskoot equipment performs to the
highest accuracy delivering the maximum 
return on investment for our customers.

Over sixty percent of world crude oil is
valued or handled by Jiskoot equipment
and the company is ideally positioned
to continue the growth programme start-
ed in 2004. The company has a strong 
market position as a provider of niche
technical excellence to international oil
companies as well as strong alliances
with major contractors and suppliers.
Jiskoot continues to maximise its growth
potential through recent investments in
IT, MRP, the latest 3-D design tools
and accreditation to the Investor in
People’ programme. This enables the 
company to utilise its core technology,
alliances with education facilities and
significant Research and Development 
investment to deliver business growth.

The company has been a Tunbridge Wells
based employer for over forty years 
providing continuity of employment to
its workforce and a strong commitment
to the local community and schools. 
Over ninety percent of turnover is
exported and the company has received
the Kent Exporter of the Year Award.

Online tool revolutionises
crude oil sampling

with a unique web based programme
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The sealing of OXYGEN gas is some-
thing that requires considerable care
especially if it entails using ptfe

tape. Companies such as BOC and Air
Liquide, two major companies producing 
Oxygen gas take considerable precautions
in ensuring that the sealing and handling
of equipment containing Oxygen gas
meets the stringent precautions set by
the industry.

The sealing of threaded items with ptfe
tape is one of the areas that needs 
to have careful consideration. The
manufacture of PTFE tape requires the
use of Kerosene and when this is in
contact with Oxygen gas, can, unless the
tape has been treated correctly, cause an
explosion.

At Cobas we use Me tape that has been
manufactured to a specific level and 
tested by the BAM institute of Berlin and
Air Liquide , to ensure that it meets the
level of retained Kerosene in the ptfe,
required by the industry. To this end
Cobas Oxygen tape is coloured Green to
improve identification and therefore
safety.

Cobas Green Oxygen tape is supplied to a
number of major manufactures as well as
to the Australian Airforce for aircraft

oxygen systems, and it is also
used to seal other gases used on
the new range of automotive equip-
ment. It can be
imagined what problems could be seen
in these circumstances if the incorrect
sealing tape was used! Unfortunately
insufficient thought is given to sealing
applications and the type of sealing tapes
used on threaded items.
A considerable number of people do not,
or consider it un-necessary, to think
about the type of PTFE tape that is being
used when sealing threaded items. Many

PTFE tapes that are low cost contain
various fillers that impair the sealing
qualities, and make them porous ,
therefore it is essential that any ptfe
sealing tape used on Oxygen has been
tested and has the necessary certification.

Using the incorrect ptfe tape can result in
an explosion and even fatalities. Oxygen
cylinders have been known to split almost
in half when fitted with the wrong tape.
Because of this and the length of time
that Cobas have been involved in the
manufacture and marketing of ptfe
products the ptfe tapes that we distribute
are colour coded to ensure safety
standards are met. Cobas have over 40
years experience in the ptfe industry both
in the UK and overseas in manufacture
and application engineering, including
aircraft systems, automotive, military, etc.
and we would be happy to look at any 
applications that involve ptfe, both filled
and unfilled. Don’t take chances -use the
correct sealing medium!

On Oxygen this means Cobas Green
OXYGEN tape.
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Do you need to seal
Oxygen???

Cobas Green Oxygen

A few facts
- that you 

probably know!

A diamond will not dissolve in acid. The
only thing that can destroy it is intense
heat.

A lump of pure gold the size of a match-
box can be flattened into a sheet the size
of a tennis court.

Absolutely pure gold is so soft can be
molded with the hands.

An ounce of gold can be stretched into a
wire 50 miles long.

Mercury is the only metal that is liquid at
room temperature.                               

Sea water, loaded with mineral salts,
weighs about a pound and a half more
per cubic foot than fresh water at the
same temperature.

The air we breath is 78% nitrogen, 21.5%
0xygen 5% argon and other gases.

The Chinese were using aluminium to
make things a early as 300AD. Western
civilisation didn’t discover it until 1827.

10% of salt mined in the world each year
is used to de-ice the roads of America.

If you add up the numbers 1-100 consec-
utively (1-2-3-4 etc) the total is 5050.

A jiffy is an actual unit of time for
1/100th of a second.

A typical lightening bolt is 2 to 4 inches
wide and 2 miles long.

Any month that starts on a Sunday will
have Friday 13th in it.

If the sun stopped shining suddenly, it
would take eight minutes for people on
earth to be aware of it.

The highest waterfall in the world is
Angel Falls In Venezuela, it has a drop of
3121ft.

The linen bandages used ti wrap Egyptian
mummies averages 1000 yards in length.

The metal instrument used to  to measure
feet in shoe stores is called the Brancock
device.

The wold’s first speed limit regulation of
20mph was in England in 1903.

The wristwatch was invented by Louis
Cartier in 1904.
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To: The Society of Diagnostic Engineers.
7 Weir Road, Kibworth, Leicester LE8 OLQ. England.

I submit herewith my application for membership in
the following Grade:  

Surname:

Form of address: Mr/Mrs etc.

Other Names:

Service No. (HM Forces, Title or Rank)

Employer’s Name

❋❑ Address

❋❑ Private Address.

Tel No:

email Address:
❋❑ Please ✓ to indicate address for communication.

Nationality:

Country of Birth:

Date of Birth:

Present Position:

Duties:

(Continue on extra sheet if necessary)

Previous Position and Duties:

(Submit curriculum vitae on separate sheet stating employers in chronological order)

Education:

(List all Schools/Colleges universities etc on a separate sheet)      

Degrees, Certificates, Diplomas etc.,      

Enclose copies with this application

Membership of Other Bodies: 

Other Relevant Information:

Submit any additional or supporting information on a separate sheet

Hobbies and other interests

Declaration: I declare that the information contained
within this application is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, true and correct in every particular. If admitted to
membership I agree to be governed by the Rules and
Regulations as they now exist and as they may hereafter
be altered.

Signed

Date

Fees * The relevant total of Application Fee and first 
Annual  Subscription must accompany this form.

Grade            App Fee        Annual Subs          *Total

SlDiagE £15.00       £31.50           £46.50

AMIDiagE £25.00       £31.50           £56.50

MIDiagE £35.00       £37.50           £72.50

Please make cheques payable to:

SOCIETY OF DIAGNOSTIC ENGINEERS

Our Central Bank Account is held by
National Westminster Bank plc.
5 The Parade, Oadby, Leicester LE2 5BB 

(Account No. 00420476)

It would help us if you could advise us how you knew of us or who suggested us:

Membership Application
Private & Confidential

For office use:   Seen - Secretary           Checked            Acknowledged          Fees           Membership Clerk           Membership Certificate Sent❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Institution of Diagnostic Engineers   •   www.diagnosticengineers.org
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Name

Home Address

Corporate Membership Application

Company Name

Address

Tel:   

Fax:                             

E-mail  

Web-site address                                

Post Code

Contact Name

Position

Address

Tel:

To: The Institution of Diagnostic Engineers.
Society of Diagnostic Engineers · Registered Charity No.1082206

Registered Office: 7 Weir Road, Kibworth, Leicester LE8 OLQ. England.

Chairman: Mr Arthur Kennedy BEng(H), CEng., MIET., FIDiagE.

E-mail 

Post Code

E-mail  

Nominated Diagnostic Engineers (4 persons)

Name

Home Address

Name

Home Address

Name

Home Address

Signed

Date

Annual Subscription £350.00 payable on application

Payment of £                                    enclosed

Post Code

Post Code

Post Code

Post Code
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SKF CONDITION MONITORING CENTRE
(LIVINGSTON) LTD

AMEC GROUP LIMITED

FLIR SYSTEMS  LIMITED

ACOUSTIC ASSOCIATES

WHITELEGG MACHINES LIMITED

SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE LIMITED

HARWELL MAINTENANCE AUTHORITY

HAWK IR INTERNATIONAL LTD

FLUKE®

FLUKE (UK) LIMITED

HEATHGATE
KNOWLEDGE

ENGINEERING

ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED

Roche

PRUFTECHNIK LIMITEDTYCO ELECTRONICS UK LIMITED

PRUFTECHNIKII

®

Corporate Members

MFH GROUP

REWINDS & J WINDSOR
& SONS (ENGINEERS) LTD
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SCHAEFFLER (UK) LTD

COBAS UK LIMITED
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One of the reasons why FLIR Systems has grown to be
the infrared *market leader is that it continues to
stretch the boundaries of this exciting technology.  The
company has a growing list of industry-firsts to its
credit including the world’s first, off-the-shelf and
portable 640 x 480 thermal imaging camera.  

The latest generation of high end cameras builds on
this proven foundation and will be introduced to the
UK in a nationwide series of roadshows.
The events in Scotland, Manchester and London on
13th May, 14thMay and 22ndMay respectively are
from 10am to noon.  The Dublin launch on 4thJune
will be from 2pm – 4pm.  

This top-of-the-range roadshow will run in parallel
with a similar programme to herald the introduction of
new mid-range cameras both in the predictive mainte-
nance and dedicated building series.  For the above
venues these presentations will be from 2pm – 4pm;
10am – noon for Dublin.

Additional venues are Cardiff, Leeds and Coventry on
15th May, 20thMay and 21stMay respectively.
Morning sessions from 10am to noon will be devoted
to predictive maintenance and 2pm – 4pm sessions to
building applications.
A further event in Cork on 5th June from 10am – noon
will be a combined presentation.

All seminars are free-of-charge and
anyone wishing to register should go to 

www.flir-roadshow.com 
or call 01732 221245 to reserve a place.

INFRARED
ON THE MOVE

Free Seminars

*source Maxtech International 2006


